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Closer to Clean Cars Powered by Direct Ethanol Fuel Cells

Alternative-energy research from collaborative teams including University of Central Florida (UCF), Oregon State University (OSU), University of Pittsburgh (PITT), and the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Advanced Photon Source (APS) is charting a path toward the mass adoption of clean cars powered by direct-ethanol fuel cells (DEFCs). Yang Yang of the UCF College of Engineering helped lead the development of a catalyst that solves three key problems long associated with DEFC, as the cells are known: low efficiency, the cost of catalytic materials, and the toxicity of chemical reactions inside the cells.

Yang and collaborators at OSU and the University of Pittsburgh found that putting fluorine atoms into palladium-nitrogen-carbon catalysts had a number of positive effects—including keeping the power-dense cells stable for nearly 6,000 hours. A catalyst is a substance that increases the rate of a reaction without itself undergoing any permanent chemical change.

Cars and trucks powered by gasoline or diesel engines rely on the combustion of fossil fuels, which results in emissions of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide. Motor vehicles are one of the main sources of atmospheric CO2, a primary factor in climate change.

“Combustion engines produce enormous amounts of carbon dioxide,” said Yang, associate professor of materials science and engineering. “To achieve carbon-neutral and zero-carbon-.emissions goals, alternative energy conversion devices using the fuel from renewable and sustainable sources are urgently needed. Direct-ethanol fuel cells can potentially replace gasoline- and diesel-based energy conversion systems as power sources.”

The team is in the process of soliciting funding to develop prototypes of DEFC units for portable devices and vehicles.

Ethanol, or ethyl alcohol, consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen—its chemical formula is $\text{C}_2\text{H}_5\text{O}$—and is the active ingredient in alcoholic drinks. It occurs naturally through the fermentation of sugars by yeasts and can be derived from many sources including corn, wheat, grain sorghum, barley, sugar cane, and sweet sorghum. Most of the ethanol produced in the United States is made in the Midwest, most typically from corn.

Compared to hydrogen ($\text{H}_2$)-fed polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (H$_2$-PEMFCs), the proposed DEFC will operate at ambient pressure, Yang explains, Hence, DEFC is a much safer and more convenient technology than H$_2$-PEMFCs operated under high pressure.

“Ethanol from biological sources can further reduce the overall amount of carbon dioxide released by a fuel,” Guofeng Wang, Professor of Mechanical and Materials Science at PITT said, “Moreover, compared to big challenges regarding the mass production and storage of $\text{H}_2$, the infrastructure for both ETOH production and distribution has already been in place and mature, which offers a great promise for the commercialization of DEFC at a much lower price than H$_2$-PEMFC”

A liquid and thus easily stored and transported, ethanol can deliver more energy per kilogram than other fuels like methanol or pure hydrogen. Plus, Feng points out, infrastructure is already in place for both producing and distributing ethanol, making DEFC an attractive option for replacing internal combustion engines.

The first vehicle powered by an ethanol-based fuel cell was developed in 2007, Zhenxing Feng, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering at OSU said. “However, the further development of DEFC vehicles has significantly lagged due to the low efficiency of DEFC, the costs related to catalysts and the risk of catalyst poisoning from carbon monoxide produced in reactions inside the fuel cell.”

To tackle those problems the research team developed high-performance palladium alloy catalysts that use less of the precious metal than current palladium-based catalysts. Palladium, platinum, and ruthenium are elements valued for their catalytic properties but expensive and difficult to obtain.

“The collaborative team showed that introducing fluorine atoms into palladium-nitrogen-carbon catalysts modifies the environment around the palladium, and that improves both activity and durability for two important reactions in the cell: the ethanol oxidation reaction and the oxygen reduction reaction,” Feng from OSU said. “Advanced synchrotron x-ray spectroscopy characterizations made at Argonne suggest that fluorine atom introduction creates a more nitrogen-rich palladium surface, which is favorable for catalysis. Durability is enhanced by inhibiting palladium migration and decreasing carbon corrosion.” The critical x-ray spectroscopy studies were carried out at the DuPont-Northwestern-Dow Collaborative Access Team’s 5-BM x-ray beamline and the Argonne X-ray Science Division Chemical & Materials Science Group’s 12-BM beamline, both at the DOE Office of Science’s APS at Argonne.

**Based an Oregon State University news story by Steve Lundberg.**
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**Call for APS General-User Proposals**

The Advanced Photon Source is open to experimenters who can benefit from the facility’s high-brightness hard x-ray beams. General-user proposals for beam time during Run 2022-3 are due by July 1, 2022.

Information on access to beam time at the APS is at http://www.aps.anl.gov/Users/apply_for_beamtime.html or contact Dr. Dennis Mills, DMM@aps.anl.gov, 630/252-5680.
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